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I. Introduction 

The Korean particles -nunC 1::-) and -un(.g.) and the Japanese particle -wa (l;!:) are one of 

the most elusive and deceptive problems in the languages respecti vely. They a re a lso charac

teristic fea tures of the two languages differing from English and some other languages. The 

J apanese particle and the Korean -nun/ un 1 resemble each other in many respects. This is 

an at tempt to find out th e semantic fea tures of the two and show by comparison how they 

resemble each other. It will also reveal the grammatical charac teristics of those particles beca use 

our ana lysis will make use of syntac tic devices though grammar is not our ma in concern .2 

In addition, to the extent that the particles are charac teristics of the languages, the stud y 

will show a new direction possible in the study of the two languages. 

The procedure followed is first to find out phrase structures underlying the sentences to 

be ana lyzed. That is, the sentences will be considered as the outputs of underl ying struc tures 

and a set of one or more transformational processes. In reference to the un derlying phrase 

s tructures from which the derived struc tures to be analyzed are drawn, semanti c features 

will be ass igned to the particles. H owever, one contras ti ve use between -nun/ un and -i/ ka 

1 The two form s are in comlemen tary distribution , -nun occur ring afte r vowels a nd -un after 

consonants. They may be convenientl y written as -null/ un . 
2 In regard to a new linguistic trend in which synta x a nd semantics a re systemat icall y inco rpora ' 

ted, see Chomsky 1957, pp. 92- 105, Chomsk y 1965, pp. 15-18, pp . 148-163, Katz a nd Fodor 

1963, pp. 479-518, a nd Katz and P03tal 1964. In the theories of these tra nsformatio nalists, the 
lingu ist ic theory of a language consists of three componen ts, phonological, syntactic a nd semantic, a nd 
the sy n tacti c componen t is a device which relates the phonological and the semantic components. 

As the sy n tact ic component specifies both a deep st ructure tha t determi nes the sema ntic in ter

pretation of a sentence and a surfa ce s tructure that determ ines its pho netic in terpretio n, the 

phonological a nd the sem ant ic components which are both " interpreti ve" have to depend on the 

sy ntacti c. 
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(01, 7})3 in Korean and also th e contrastive use between -w:z and -ga(IJ~)4 in Japanese 

will be analyzed by th e supp::>sition or entailment method developed by Fillomore 5 because 

the transformational device alone does not seem to be adequate enough tb . bring out the 

significant difference in those contrasting pairs. 

In order to describe the underlying P-markers of . the sentences under analysis, a rough 

skeleton of Phrase Structure rules will b~ set up and it will be shown how the sentences 

can be derived from th ose sets of UPs by transformltions. Then we will be read y to assign 

the semantic features to those DPS.6 

11. The Data and the Phrase Structures. 

In the course of amlysis it has been found out that Korean and Japanese have almost 

identical syntactic structures as far as those particles are concerned. ~Therefore we will not 

take trouble to list th em sepuately but rather list for convenience each set of the Korean 

and the corresp:mding Jap3. nese sentences together. 7 The main concern of our analysis is the 

structures8: 

Y ga 

(2') 

(2' ) 

2 . 

2 

(Korean) 

(Japanese) 

We have below six sets of sentences which have superficially the same grammatical 

3 -i/ ka are also in complemen tary dist rib:.ttio n analogous to -nun/ un (footnote 2). It is the subjec · 

tive case particle. 
4 -ga is the subjective case particle in Japanese. 

5 C.F. Fillmore (see References) , pp. 60-82. 
6 A P-marker ( = Phrase marker) describes th e const ituency relations between the morphemes of 

a sentence. In transformational structural description, one or more transformational rules operate on 
a P-marker and derive a new P-marker. The former (on which transformations operate) is referred 
to as UP (=underlying P-marker) and the la tter as DP ( = derind P-marker). Katz and Postal, 

1964 , p. 7. 
7 Martin's Yale Romanization is used in pre3en ti ng Korean. Martin, 1954 a, pp. 1-2 . For phonetic 

symbols for the romanization, see Kim 1957 a , p. 72 . Also for Japane3e, Martin's system is used. 

Martin, 1954 b. 
8 The parenthesized Z' is intro:luced in the structure to represent the indirect or the direc t object 

as in K 2 a, J 2 a, K 2 band J 2 b. This is the case when the underlying st ructure has two 

objects (as in K 9 and J 9) each of which can be transformed with the result that the two different 
transformations (one of the indirect and the other of the direct objects) manifest different surface 
structures as in K 2 a V3. K 2 band J 2 a VJ~ J ~ b. There are also some other types of structures in 

which the particles, -nun/ un and -w a occur. In such structures the particles do no t take place of 
other particles as they do in Ill. Transformation and Supposition but are added to some other 

particles. For example, in khal-lo-nun toyciman myento- lo-mm alltoynta (7'l-"_-e -"-1;.1 "J- ':! .'L..£.-e oJ:JB 
9-), -nun is added to th e particle -10 already attached to khal an:l myento. The ex te nsion of the 

present study wi ll cov _r such st ructures in the future. 
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structure: 

KI chayk -un aped -ka sasyetta 

J I kono hon -wa chichi -ga katta . 

this book ( ) father ( ) bought 

-My father bought this book. 

KZa ku -nun sensayngnim -I chayk -ul cwusyetta 

JZa kare -wa sensei -ga hon -0 kudasatta 

him ( ) teacher ( ) book ( ) gave 

-The teacher ga ve him a book. 

KZ b cayk -un sensayngnim -i ku -eke cwusyetta 

JZb hon -wa sensei -ga kare -m kudasatta 

book ( ) teacher ( ) him ( ) gave 

- The teacher gave him a book. 

K3 apeci -nun khi -ka khusita 

j3 chichi -wa se -ga takai 

father ( ) height ( ) tall 

-My father is tall. 

K4 hankwuk -un san -I mantha 

Korea ( ) mountain ( ) many 

- There are many mountains in Korea. (Korean) 

(Korea IS a hilly country. ) 

J4 nihon -wa onsen -ga 001 

japan ( ) hot spring ( ) many 

- There are many hot springs in japan. (Japanese) 

-un santulpalam -I pwunta K 5 kaul 

J 5 aki 

fall 

-wa soyokaze -ga huku 

( ) gentle wind ( ) blow 

-Gentle wind blows in fall. 

(We have gentle wind blowing In fall.) 

In addition to those sentences we also have, 

K6 nay -ka 

J 6 watakushi-ga 

pise 

hisho 

ipnita 

desu 

() secretary be 

- I am the secretary. 
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K7 na -nun pise ipnita 

J7 watakushi-wa hisho desu 

( ) secretary be 

- I am a secretary. 

Those sentences have been selected in order to represent the main types of construction 

features of the particles. In the following we see some sentences which have similar 

m:!anings to some of the above sentences but with different particles and structu res. 

K8 apeci -ka chayk -ul sasyetta 

J8 chichi -ga kono hon -0 katta 

father ( ) this book ( ) bought 

-My father bought this book. 

K9 sensayngnim -i ku -eke cha.yk -ul cwusyetta 

J9 sensei -ga kare -m hon - 0 kudasatta 

teacher ( ) he (to) book ( ) gave 

- The teacher gave him a book. 

K 10 apeci -ui khi -ka khusita 

JlO chichi -no se -ga takai 

father (of) height ( ) tall 

- The height of my father is tall. 

(My father is tall.) 

K 11 hankwuk -e san -I mantha 

Korea (in) mountain ( ) many 

-In Korea mountains are many. 

(There are many mountains in Korea. 

Korea is a hilly .country.) (Korean) 

J 11 nihon -m onsen -ga OOt 

Japan (in) hot spring ( ) many 

-In Japan hot springs are many. 

(There are many hot springs in Japan.) (Japanese) 

K 12 kaul -e sandulpalam -/ pwunta 

J 12 aki -m soyokaze -ga huku 

fall (in) gentle wind ( ) blow 

-Gentle wind blows in fall . 

( We have gentle wind blowing in fall . ) 
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In reference to the sentences K6- J6 and from K8-J8 to K12-J12, we set up the 

following se t of phrase stucture rules which is far from'_being exhaustive but only represents 

some basic characteristics of the two languages, especially in respect to the structures involv

ing those particles. 9 

Phrase Structure Rules for Korean and Japanese: 

1. Comment --> (Adv.comm) Statement 

Adv.comm = comment adverb 

2. Adv.comm -+ NP+ (~n Pt = temporal particle 

PI = locative particle 

3. Statement -+ Subject + Predicate 

4. Subject -+ NP+Ps 

{Pron } 
5. NP -+ (Mod) N 

Ps = subjective particle 

Pr on = pronoun 

Mod = modifier 

N = noun 

6. Mod -> {N + Pp } 
(Dem) (Preadj) (Adj) 

{
NP+COP} 

7. Predicate -> Adjval ." 
Vbal 

8 . Cop -+ Cop.s + End 

9. Adjval -+ (Preadj) Adj.s + End 

Pp = possessive particle 

Dem = demonstrative 

Preadj = pre·adjective 

Adj = Adjective 

Cop = copula 

Adjval= adjectival 

Vbal = verbal 

Cop.s = copula stem 

End = ending 

Adj.s = Adjective stem 

9 Not all of the Phrase Structure and Lexical rules in this study give complete representations 
of morphemic units or phonological representations. For example 25. Adj.s-+khusi actually includes 
si ( an honorific morpheme). Some features irrelevant to the analysis of the topic particles have 

not been elaborated. 
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rC.obj+ Vt} 
10. Vbal ---.(Adv.pr) lVi C.obj=objective complement 

{Vtl} 11. Vt ---. VtZ 

lZ. C.obj -4 {
Cdo 
(Cio)Cdo 

13. Cdo ---. NP -i- Po 

14. Cio ---. NP+Pi 

15. Vt1 ---. Vtl. s + End 

16. VtZ ---. Vt2. s+End 

17. Adv.pr ---. lady } 
NP+ptd 

18. Vi -4 Vi.s+End 

Lexical Rules for Korean: 

19. Pt -4 -e 

20. PI ---. -e 

Adv.pr=predicate adverb 

Vtl =common transitive verb 

VtZ = dative verb 

In env.---Vtl 
in env. VtZ 

Cdo = direct object 

Cio=indirect object 

Po = direct objective particle 

Pi=indirect objective particle 

Vt1. s=common transitive verb stem 

Vt2. s=dative verb stem 

adv = adverbs 

ptcl= particles other than Ps, Pp, Po, Pi. 

Vi.s = intransitive verb stem 

21. Ps ---. {:kia, in env. -C 
in env. -V ._ '- -

22. Pron ---. na '1', ... 

111 

23. N ---. aped 'father', chayk 'book',' khi ' height', hankwuk 'Korea', san 'mountain', kauC 

'fall', santulpalam 'gentle wind', pise 'secretary' .... 

24. Pp ---. -ui 

25. Adj.s ---. khusi- 'tall, manh 'many' .... 

26. Vt.s ---. sasyet- 'bought', ... 

{
-ut 

27. Po ---. -lul 
In env. -C --
in env. -V ---

28. Vt2. s ---. cwusyet- 'gave· .... 
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29. Vi.s -> pwun- 'blow', .. . 

30. Pi --> -eke 

31. End --> -ta 

Lexical Rules for Japanese: 

32. Pt --> -ni 

33. PI --+ -m 

34. Ps - . -ga 

35. Pron --> watakushi T, .. ... . 

36. N -> chichi 'fa ther', hon 'book', se ' height ', nihon 'J apan ' , onsen ' hot spring', 

aki 'fa\!', soyokaze 'gentle wind' , hisho 'secretary', ..... . 

37 . Pp -+ -no 

38. Adj .s -> taka- 'high, tall ', 00' ' many' , ..... . 

39. Vtl. s kat- 'bought ' , .. . .. . 

40. Po --> -0 

41. Vt2. s -> kudasat 'gave' , ..... . 

42. Vi .s -> huk- ' blow' 

43. Pi -+ -ni 

44. End -> ·z, -ta, -u . 

Ill. Transformations and Supposition. 

Fig. 1 (KB-JB) 
Comme nt 

~ 
State ment 

. ---------------Subj ect ~d' 
~~ rYe r-~te 

NP Ps ~~ 
C.onJ ---Vt 

I I 
C.<lo Ytl 

~o Vt~rut 
Hod N 

N 

( K8) 
(J8) 

ape c i 
chichi 

-lell. 

~tm I 
i. chayk 

kohe. ho", 
· .... 1 
- 0 

sIHyet
/rot-

-to.. 
-trL 
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Before we proceed to the rules, we will examine the P-markers for all those sentences for 

which the PS rules have been set up, the sentences K8-J8 to K12-J12_ The highest 

dominating marker in those is Comment as it has already been noted in the PS rules_ 

Fig. 2 (K9-J9) 

Fig. 3 (K1O-J1O) Comment 
"'-... 
~ 
~ ~ica.te 

NP ---,:rs Ad.l 1 
M~ ~ 
~~ Adj:~ End 

J" .J: khi -h Jt' I (1<10) 

(JIO) clzicht -11<) se 

Fig. 4 (K11-J11) 

~d" . co,"", 

tJ~l 
I 

i 
(~ 11) hQ7tl(wuic 

tJll) nih on. 

-e 

->1i. 

-tfL 
taka.i 

~ 
NP P5 

t I 
SQ7t. -f, 

onsen. 00- -i 
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Fig. 5 ( K12-J12) 

(K12) 

(J12) 

CommEn t 

Adv .(~emef1t 
~ -· ·~p·j · t NP Pt' )U~(t r eo l ( <!. e 

\ 
NI~ ~s v~a1 

Vi 

NI ~Ir V ·~, 

ka.lA! 

ak 6 

- e santulpa.llUrt -i 

-n~ soyokiJ.U -JtL 

\5 _". 
-frL 
-U, 

The transformation rules to be applied to the Korean and Japanese structures in the above 

are exactly the slime. Tl is the Topic Transformation rule according to which one compo

nent of · the Comment concerned is picked up as the topic of the sentence and hence receives 

more attention or becomes a sort of focus of the statement made by the sentence as a whole. 

Tl Pi 

! ~f)- Ptop 

Pt 

Ptop == topic pa rticle 

{
l. NP2+ Ps +NP1+---+Z 

In env. 
2. NP1 + + NP2+ Ps+ Z 

Z == Predicate minus NP1 and its pa rticle 

T2 NP2+ Ps+NP1+ Ptop ---> NP1+ Ptop + NPz+ Ps 

In env.---___ _ 

Additional Lexica l Rule for Korean : 

Q 

45. Ptop -+ 
I-nun 
\-un 

in env. -V----
in env. -C ___ _ 

Addi ti onal Lex ical Rule for Japanese: 

46. Ptop ---+ -wa 

+z 

T 2 is a permutation ru le which shifts arou nd the posit ions of two constituents 111 each 

rule. Tl is an optional ru le while T2 is ob1igato ry once Tl has been applied to any st ring

of markers. As the result of the application of those rules, Kl can be deri ved from K8, J1 

from] 8, K2a and K2b from K 9, ] 2a and ] 2b fr om ] 9, K3 from K 10, J 3 from J I0, 

K4 fr om K11 , J4 from J11, K5 fr om K12 , and J5 from J12. 10 After we have applied Tl 

10 This is no t to be in terpreted as meaning that the tra nsformed sentences can be derived directly 
from the sente nces K 8, K 9, ... K 12. I t is only mean t that the P ·markers (DP) for the the trans

formed se ntences ma y be deri v.'!d from the P· markers ( UP) for the sentences K8, ...... K 12. 
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and T2 to those different UPs for the sentences K8-J12 ( Figs 1-5), . we ge t the same 

type of dominating node Topic for all those different nodes in the U Ps, . Cdo ( Fig. 1) , Cio 

( Fig. 2), Cdo (also Fig. 2), Mod (Fig. 3) , Adv.com m (Fig. 4) and Adv.comm :(Fig. 5) . 

The newly derived node Topic may be represented by the P-markers as in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6 

(K) 

(J ) 

The only difference in the P-markers dominated by Co.7!ment in this DP ( Fig. 6) from 

those in Figs 1-5 is that the one in the DP lacks the part which has been transformed 

and shifted to the position of T opic node. This DP structure is so common in both Korean 

and Japanese that it seems more natural to consider a sentence as consisting of Top ic and 

Comment than of any other possibil ities. 

In the pai r of sentences K7 - ]7, -nun and -wa are obviously subjective case as well as 

-ka and -ga are both subjective in the pair K6-J6. In" such cases, too, it is possible to set 

up another transformation rule (T opica li zation 2) or to incorporate it in T1 , if we consider 

the pair K6-J6 as representing the UP and the pair K7- ]7 as the DP. But in such cases 

it does not look easy to make out the difference in meaning by transformational device first 

of all because the meaning difference is not of the di ffe rence of t ruth value of those sen

tences but rather of diffe rent atti tudes of the speaker depending upon situations. It does 

not reveal anything new by transforming the sentence with -ka into one with -nun/ un or by 

transforming the sentence with -ga into onew ith -wa. As Fillmore' s entailment dev ice looks 

good for our purpose on the other hand, we will try accord ing to his line of thought in 

the following. Both K6 and J6 mean "I am the secreta ry," and both K7 and ]7 are given 

the translation "I am a secretary. " The difference in translat ion " the" and " a" in those two, 

however, does not show the real diffe rence between the two sets but rather only a reflection 
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of some other difference. The form er set may be paraphrased " It is not anybody else but I 

that is the secretary," while the second set may be "I am a secretary while somebedy else 

is not a secretary but something else." This difference ma y be brought out by introducing 

two different entailment rules for the se ts. 

In nay-ka pise ipnita ( K6) 

( x ( NP )) + Z 
EKI. ( NP +i/ ka + Z) entails( 

(- a (someone else)) + Z 

where Z represents any type of Predicate and a and - x is a se t of sign-changing rule 

representing the opposite negati ve-positive value to each other. Similarly in watakushi-ga 

hisho desu (]6), 

/(a (NP) ) + Z 
EJI. ( NP + ga + Z) entails 

"-(- a (someone else))+ Z 

which means exactly the same as EKI. 

For na-nun pise ipnita , ( K7), 

/ NP + (a (Z)) 
EK2. (NP + nun/ un + Z) entails 

"'Someone else + ( - a(Z)) 

Exactly in the same manner, watakushi-wa hisM desu CJ7) 

EJ2_ (NP +wa + Z) 

IV . Conclusion 

/
NP +(a (Z)) 

entails 
"'Someone else + ( - a ( Z)) 

From the discussion 10 the above the foll owing may be summarized. 

1. The topic particles are not the subjective case nor do they represen t on ly three or 

four cases. They represent at least the six cases discussed in this article. 

2. The topic particles may be successfully considered as the transform of some other case 

particles. The topic particles substitute for various particles, holding the same case relati ons 

and adding the meaning of topica lization or contrast. 11 

11 The study seems to support partially Noam Chomsky 's remark that "Topic-Comment is the 
basic gramma tical relation of surface structure corresponding (roughly) to the fu ndamental Subjec t· 
Predica te relation of deep structure. " He also defines "the Topic-of the Sentence as the leftmost 
NP im mediately dom inated by S in the surface structu re, and the Comment-of the Sentence as the 
rest of the st ring. " (Chomsky 1965, p. 220 f) . We consider the suppor t par ti al because he seems 
to imply ( no te his word "roughl y") that the correspondence betwee n the T opic·Comment of a 

sentence a nd the Subject-Predicate of deep structure is extensive ev en though he gives the sentence 

" This book I really enjoyed" as one of the cou nter-example, in English. From the present study 
it may be assumed that Topic-Comment is the basic grammatical relation of surface structure corres
ponding to some other case relatiolls (including Sub ject- Predicate) of deep structure. As to the position 

of the Topic of a sen tence, the study seems to support Chomsky fu lly (see the permutation rule 
T2) even though there are examples of sentences in which some other elements appear to the left of 
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3. The semantic features of the particles may be drawn in chart as the following: 12 

~I I I dative I I p~~ 1 I 
I contrast 

topic subj object locat temp 

I I subj pred 
---

- nun/ un ) - wa I I I I I + + I + I + 
/ 

+ I + + - ± 
I 

-ka/ i I -ga I - I + I - I - I - I - I - j ± I -

-eke I - ni I - I - I + I - I - I - I - I - I -
1 

- ul I -0 j - I - I - I + i -
/ 

- I - I - I -
I 

I - no I I I 
1 

I I I I I - Ul - - - I - + - - - -

I I I I 
I I I I I i -e - nI - - I - - - + - - -

I 

I I I 
I 

1 

, 
I I I I ! -e - nI - - i - - j -
I 

- + - -
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the Topic. In such cases the left most elements seem to weaken the topiralization effect at least in 
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12 In regard to the subject and the predicaste con trats in the topic and the subjec tive particles, 
stress also seems to be releva nt which is no t included in the pre~en t study. 
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